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102, 103 1st Floor,
Sutariya Building, Opp Bahumali,
Next to Me & Mummy, Nanpura, Surat

ABOUT SHEETAL ACADEMY

All associations start with a fantasy; a dream; a desire
for a superior tomorrow. The fruitful ones are those
that never say pass on, never surrender, until the
fantasy is understood, the vision swings to reality.
SERVICES OF SHEETAL ACADEMY

 Corporate Training is an extraordinary course
uncommonly intended throughout today's era
remembering all the delicate aptitudes
needed for a person.
 Free Whatsapp Service is one of a kind
administration began by Sheetal Academy
Surat, One of its just kind till now in India.
 Sheetal Academy brings you "Business English
Course" for the A great many new and old
era business lovers to take their business to
another worldwide level.
 Sheetal Academy brings you "Business English
Course" for the a great many new and old
era business lovers to take their business to
another worldwide level.
 Sheetal Academy Provide English Spoken
with the base of Grammar which will help
you to speak the right English on anywhere.
 Simply click on the Sheetal Store and you will
locate an impeccable answer for learn English
Grammar, vocabulary and Smart English in
the most effortless conceivable way.
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SHEETAL ACADEMY

Let’s take a deep study about the Services

CORPORATE TRAINING
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This is one of a kind course extraordinarily intended
throughout today's era remembering all the delicate aptitudes
needed for a person. Advantages of Corporate Training:
1. Enhanced relational abilities of the representatives.
2. Advancement of delicate aptitudes needed to handle the
customers of the considerable number of classifications.
3. Increment in efficiency of the representatives.
4. Teaching of decorum’s, behavior and polished skill.
5. Last yet not the minimum a complete update in the conduct
and presentation abilities of the staff.

FREE WHATSAPP SERVICE

This is one of a kind administration began by Sheetal Academy
Surat, One of its just kind till now in India.
We every day send new words with hindi importance and a
case to every one of our supporters through Whatsapp's
telecast list. Till now more than 600 individuals have subscribed
to our Free Whatsapp benefit and appreciate every day
measurement of English words.
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You can likewise subscribe to our Whatsapp administration by
simply sending your name on our Whatsapp no. 9904407744

BUSINESS ENGLISH

In this time of ferocious rivalry as far as nearby and universal
business, English has turned into an essential piece of Business.
Remembering this thing, Sheetal Academy brings you "Business
English Course" for the a large number of new and old era
business fans to take their business to another worldwide
level.

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
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To have a decent identity has turned into an exposed need in
today's cosmopolitan world, one may make due without great
training, yet can't without a decent identity. Sheetal Academy
has think of an impeccable "Identity Development Course" to
suit a singular's need.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR

A few individuals say English can be talked without language
structure, some say it is key. Are you truly confounded about
all the complain about the English language structure. Try not
to stress we have rearranged numerous things for you and
you will truly appreciate learning linguistic use with us.

ENGLISH BOOKS
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Presently your stresses over learning English are only a tick
away. Simply tap on the Sheetal Store and you will locate an
immaculate answer for learn English Grammar, vocabulary
and Smart English in the least demanding conceivable way. We
have dealt with improving "Business English" alongside
Advance punctuation. . Everything accessible at only a tick
away.

In short Sheetal Academy is for all the people who related with
the world of knowledge and learning. If you want to know
more deeply than search on (http://sheetalacademysurat.in).
and for any kind of query please contact us.
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